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r·lr. ;,1ichio Takata t Director
Division of Fish and Garre
Dept. of Land and Natural Resources
1151 Punchbor/l Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Dear Nr. Takata:
Proposed Precious Coral Regulation
I appreciate receipt of a copy of-the 4/4/77 draft of the above identified
regul ati on wi th your 1etter of 6 Apri 1, together wi th a copy of Ri chard Gri gg' s
4 April letter to you. In responding I have consulted with Ronald Linsky, Sea
Grant; ~. Alison Kay, General Science; and A. H. Banner, Hawaii Institute of
i'iarine Biology.
Since concerns with the regulati.on seem to relate primarily to the provi-
sions of Section 5 relating to the management of the Makapuu bed of pink coral,
we concentrated our attention on the two alternatives proposed for that section.
Alternative I, which would establish an annual quota of 2,200 lbs. for the'
taking of pink coral from the rJakapuu bed, is in conformity with Richard Grigg's
estimate of 2,200 lbs. per year as the maximum sustained yield and \-,ith his
recorJInendation as to the quota except, perhaps, as to the provision that an
unused portion of the quota for one year may be added to the quota for the
following year. The effect of that provision is very nearly the same as the
effect of Alternative II.
In Alternative II, a biennial quota of 4,400 lbs. is proposed, double Grigg's
estimate of the maximum annual sustained yield. It is pertinent. to examine this
alternative in the light of Grigg's two objections to an orginally proposed
four-year quota of 12,000 lbs.
The first of Grigg's objections was that the average annual take, permissible
under the original proposal, would have been 3,000 lbs., a take exceeding the
rilaximum annual sustained yield by more than a third. This objection is not
pertinent to the currently proposed Alternative II.
The second of Gri gg' s object1.ons \'las that the harves.t in anyone year of
the average allowance for four years would result in a harmful perturbation to
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/', the coral replacement rate. This objection cannot be lightly dismissed t but
in our opinion it would have little significance in relation to Alternative II.
Gri gg' s es ti mate of the standi ng crop of the coral in the r~akapuu bed \-/as
26 t OOO kg. or 53 t OOO lbs. The four-year quota originally proposed would have
been 23 percent of this standing crop, and the harmful perturbation resulting
from so large a harvest.in any' one year might \'/e11 have been significant. The
bto-year quota now proposed in Alternative II would be only 8 percent of the
standing crop, and the perturbation resulting from the harvest of this amount
in anyone year will be much lower, and we believe not very significant.
The carryover provision proposed in Alternative I would seem almost identical
to the proposal in Alternative II except that it would allow transferring a part
of one year's quota to the subsequent year, whereas under Alternative II
essentially the same transfer would be allowed but in the reverse direction in
time. It does not seem that ~,ere will be any significant difference in effects •
.
We are pleased that Richard Grigg's recommendation seem substantially adhered
to in the regulation now propo£~ In addition, although we recognize that the
precious coral industry would p'rmarthe larger quota over the longer period .. -' "-"""
originally proposed, we believe tha"t the industry should be cornrended for its
general concerns with conservation and long-term exonomY as well aS~~Qrt-term
profi t. -
We note that the two alternatives' to Section 5 relate solely to pink coral
in the Makapuu bed. If there is gold coral in that bed, and if the gd~~'cora1
is to be taken, a quota should also be set for the taking of gold coral.' If no
firm estimate of the sustained yield of gold coral 'in: the bed· nas been made, the
initial quota should be no greater than tne minimum 'reasonable estimate of the
sustained yield.
We wonder what plans hav~ been made for monitoring the taking of precious
cora~s. We suggest that, at'the very\la~the regulation should prescribe
that periodic reports be made to DLNR"by the holder of 'any permit for taking of
precious corals, and that. the reports should specify the quantities and locations
of coral taken. Other kinds of.,information may be of assistance to DLNR in
estimating or reestimating safe yields.
Yours very truly,
Doak C. Cox
Director
DCC/ck
